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ᙒ͠Ĉ ᐷϠᐷ̄!!ڱٚ۫̚
!
ූڻ٦᎑!!ֽ͔Ϝ
!
Тભ࿌!!ճႇ༊ࣵ
!
ቊࢵܛ෫!!ۓԍాᜈ
ψᚊسᚊΔऄࢭխाωΚהਢ൷ցݎஃऱ
ऄΖψऎဩࢹᗤΔ֧ࠐྤدωΚהऎဩװຍᏖ
ࢹᗤ֧دΔױਢ֧ࠐྤدΖ༉ਢࠩהބװ൷
ऄऱ॰ԳΔࠩՈބထΖ
ψٵሐഀሟΔ߆ዚᅝୈωΚຍ߆ዚ༉ז।
הऱୈᜢΖ֨ה㠪ԫࡳړღ༠ऱΔڂຑԫଡ
൷ऄऱஈݬຟڶΖ܃ΔຍેڍΜ
ψᒝଈ८ှΔदݠຑᥛωΚ८ှਢԫጟ
ৰټ၆Εৰ࿕ڶऱှΔױਢຑदࠐݠຑᥛຟ
ڶΖຍଡ८ှ༉ਢຍۯஃΔदݠਢਐؓ
ऱᤉࢭԳΙຑԫଡदݠຟڶຑᥛΖ܃ଚ
ΔຍۯஃৰױᐧΜ

Praise :
A dragon gives birth to a dragon, the Dharma heir of
Zhongzhu.
Throwing bricks, but unable to attract any jade; throwing out a
minnow, but catching no whale.
Singing along with his fellow cultivator, instead of crying,
Bowing down to the golden mink, continuing with the tail of a dog.

˫ᄲ⁝͠Ĉ эஎஐҋෛᄹ!!ݡҖຆ!؝༼מ
!
!!!!႕ූ٦᎑ᙱ͔Ϝ!!זವᚗϏెႱ!
!
!!!!Тભ࿌ճႇࣵ!!ள࠹୕៍؟ሣ!
!
!!!!ำ˘ܝਔरͤ̚!!˼ࡌ༱͵ެ!

Commentary:
A dragon gives birth to a dragon, the Dharma heir of Zhongzhu.
He received the Dharma from Dhyana Master Yuan Miao.
Throwing bricks, but unable to attract any jade; throwing
out a minnow, but catching no whale. He went everywhere to look
for a Dharma heir, but he couldn’t find one.
Singing along with his fellow cultivator, instead of crying. He
used singing to represent his tears, because his mind already felt very
depressed. There was not even a single disciple who could continue
his Dharma. How much suffering that was!
Bowing down to the golden mink, continuing with the tail of
a dog. Mink is a very precious and rare kind of animal. The golden
mink was Dhyana Master Shen Jing, and the dog’s tail meant a dull
successor. He even didn’t have a dull disciple to continue his Dharma.
Look at this Dhyana Master; he certainly was very pitiful.

ψᄵڠ۞ီᎌωΚຍԫۯஃਢଡᄵ
ڠԳΔᄵڠԳᝑᇩլ୲࣐ᚩΙڂהᝑᇩլ୲
࣐ᚩΔࢬאሖլထवଃऱԳΖ
ψ۩კ࠱ᆏࡰωΚױਢהຍଡԳᝫ
լᡏΔ۩ࠡנᣊΔࢸࠡנဇΙהԫग़լ࠷
壆࣍ԳΔլΖڂהጐటऱΔࢬאլᄎ
ࡉ٠ঋΔլᄎۆٽੌٵΙ߷Ꮦࠩԫࡳ༉࠹
ԳऱࣴီΖהԫࠩୌଡሐΔୌଡሐऱԳຟ
ᠦהऱΙהუהބऱऄஈΔՈԳཊ൷२

Another verse says:
Shen Jing from the district of Wen thought highly of himself.
His conduct was extraordinary and lofty.
He threw bricks along all streets, but hardly drew in any jade.
He looked for jewels all over, but never found a single one.
He sang along with a fellow cultivator of the Way, taking
singing as crying.
The different sects watched and tormented one another.
The Yunmen School ended with this Master.
Tears flowed for a thousand springs and a million years.
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הΔ߷Ꮦ༉ބլထΖࢬאլ౨ஃᇷሐ
ٽΔآ౨ሖࠩຍଡᖲᒴΙױਢהऱᆏᖙ
ৰࡰΔ༉ړቝ՞߷ᑌΔڶԫរፖฒ
լٵऱᑌΖ
ψየဩࢹᗤᣄ֧دωΚឈྥڼڕΔ
הՈࠩუࢹᗤ֧دΔױਢ༉֧լࠐ
دΔބլထຍଡدΖᗤࢹװנԱΔدլ
ࠐΙ༉ڂࡰ֜הԱΔ֜ࡰᗑԱΔլ
ፖٚ۶ԳۆٽੌٵΖ
ψࠩ༈ᣪآນጄωΚ߷Ꮦࠩה
༈הຍଡ൷ऄऱஈݬΔױਢՈڶሖ
ࠩԫଡየრऱ൷ऄ॰ஈΖψٵሐഀሟ߆
ዚୈωΚڂהڶ൷ऄऱԳΔאױ
ބԫଡٵሐ֖ࠐյຏ֨ᜢԱΙࢨृᐊ
ԫរᇣဲዚᓿΔࢨृᐊଡ℘ቈΕኙᜤհ
ᣊऱΖױਢהഀຍԫጟዚᓳৰլ२Գൣ
ऱΔഀԱԾୈΔԳຟլᚩΖ߆ዚΔ༉ਢ
լ२ԳൣΔԾഀԾୈΖ
ψฆࡲᨠඨઌᄾᑶωΚຍଡழଢΔ
אࢬהլႚऱڂΔՈױ౨ਢהࠡڶऱ
ࡲࠐኙएהΕࠐࣂࠫהΕࠐࣦᆼהΔ
լࡉ܂ٽהΖ܃ଚڶڶۯٺუࠩຍଡ
ֱچΛݺઌॾڶຍଡൣݮΖړቝڇ۵
ඒΔݺუࡉᓴ܂ٽΔהଚຟլࡉݺ
܂ٽΙࢢլԱΔ༉ړቝݺᄎהނଚ
ԫՑ༉ܟՀװΖړቝڶݺᆄ۵ৄΔࢬڶ
۵ඒஈ߷ଡณᅪຟદԱΚψ܃ထהΔ
ထהΜωထݺຍᏖڣڍԱΜהڇ
ଚ߷ࠝᎅ;ψΔݺଚԫଡሐຟݫլ
ړΔຟڶऄፂࡋΜΔהଚ߷Ꮦ
ڍၴΜωψઌᄾᑶωΔຍլਢᚥΔૉ
ᚥထΕᣂ֨ႆ॰ຍԫ౧Δ،լᄎឰऱΖ
ړቝބࠝ߷ࠩהԫଡֺለړԫរऱΙ
ױਢࠡהԳຟਢԫΔ༉ຟਢᨠඨ
ऱΖࢬݺאຍԫಾߠۨΔຑݺຟپຍ
ԱΔݺپڇຍԱΖ
ψႆ॰ԫ౧ஃխַωΚႆ॰ऱԫ
ࡲΔࠩຍԫۯஃຍࠝ༉ೖַԱΔ
ຍԫࡲ౧Ո༉լႚԱΖψՏટᆄᄺ
ᄺωΚݺઌॾឈྥהլᎅչᏖΔ܀ਢՏ
ટᆄΔהऱ֨Ո༉ᤚৰլړრ৸Δ
ৰ႞֨ऱΖ!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!)٤֮*ݙ

Commentary:
Shen Jing from the district of Wen thought highly of himself. Because
the dialect he spoke was difficult to understand, he couldn’t find anyone to
talk with. However, his morality was not bad. His conduct was lofty, and his
character was incorruptible.
His conduct was extraordinary and lofty. Lofty and incorruptible
were his character and conduct. He was not greedy, and he did everything
for the good. He didn’t follow along with the defiled crowd. He was bullied
by people wherever he went. As a result, whenever he went to a monastery,
people stayed far away from him. Since people didn’t want to draw near to
him, he could not find anyone when he went looking for a disciple of the
Dharma. The conditions were not right, but his character was as high and
lofty as mountain peaks. He was different from the others. Although this
was the case, he still threw bricks along all streets, but hardly drew in any
jade. The bricks were thrown; the jade didn’t want to come. His standards
were high, and so, although he threw out bricks wishing to fish in jade, he
was lonely. He was unwilling to mix with the vulgar masses.
He looked for jewels all over, but never found a single one. He
looked everywhere for a disciple to continue his Dharma, but he never met
one who could qualify. He sang along with a fellow cultivator of the Way,
taking singing as crying. Since he could not find a person to continue his
Dharma, he communicated with his fellow cultivator, and they expressed
words from their hearts. Maybe they wrote some poems, songs or verses,
matching couplets, or things like that. The kinds of songs they sang were
not emotional. People couldn’t understand their songs. They also cried
while singing the songs.
The different sects watched and tormented one another. At that
time, another reason for him not to pass on his Dharma might have been
that some other schools claimed to be his enemy instead of cooperating with
him. Has any one of you thought about this? I believe that might have been
what was happening. Buddhism is the same now: I want to cooperate with
other people, but no one wants to cooperate with me. They are so afraid
of me, as if I would devour them in a single mouthful. My having the City
of Ten Thousand Buddhas is also like this: all Buddhists’ eyes have turned
green with envy and stare at me, “Look at him, look at him.” Even after so
many years, they still do this. Now they say, “We cannot even maintain and
support one monastery; how could he manage so many?” So this “watching”
does not refer to a type of help. If people had been willing to help him
and were really concerned about the Yunmen School, it wouldn’t have been
terminated. They should have gone somewhere to help him find someone
who was good enough. Instead they just watched him fail. I am speaking
straight to the point, and even I, myself, now am taking this same loss.
The Yunmen School ended with this Master. After this Master, the
Yunmen School was terminated. Tears flowed for a thousand springs and
a million years. Although he didn’t say anything, I think he must have felt
very shameful and sad.
(The End)
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